
 

SECTION 3 
Time: 30 mins. 

60 questions 
 
This section consists of two different types of questions. There are different directions 
and a sample question for each type.  
 
Each of the following questions consists of one word followed by five words or phrases. 
You are to select the word or phrase whose meaning is closest to the word in capital 
letters. 
 
SAMPLE QUESTION: 
 

EASY: 
    (a) effortless 
    (b) difficult 
    (c) abstract 
    (d) unknown 
    (e) ready 

 
 
1.)  COWARDICE 

a.) hatred 
b.) fearfulness 
c.) cleverness 
d.) staple 
e.) scoundrel 

 
2.) DEBRIS 

a.) rubble 
b.) putrid 
c.) thievery 
d.) plantation 
e.) scribe 

 
3.) PRAISE 

a.) satisfaction 
b.) plenty 
c.) pledge 
d.) appraise 
e.) laud 
 

 
 
 
 

4.)  ENGRAVE 
a.) tomb 
b.) prompt 
c.) inscribe 
d.) scrutinize 
e.) petrify 

 
5.) HOSPITABLE 

a.) disenchanted 
b.) diseased 
c.) inept 
d.) susceptible 
e.) welcoming 

 
6.) DELIGHT 

a.) evaluate 
b.) cater 
c.) glee 
d.) surmount 
e.) prevail 
 

 
 
 
 



7.) DUAL 
a.) individual 
b.) double 
c.) preliminary 
d.) combative 
e.) similar 

 
8.) WEALTHY 

a.) affluent 
b.) personify 
c.) studious 
d.) transparent 
e.) tainted 

 
9.) REDUCE 

a.) reveal 
b.) dismount 
c.) toil 
d.) simplify 
e.) strategize 

 
10.) PLEDGE 

a.) barricade 
b.) competency 
c.) sacred 
d.) promise 
e.) portrayal 

 
11.) NEUTRAL 

a.) unbiased 
b.) slanted 
c.) amorphous 
d.) unlawful 
e.) familiar 

 
12.) ABBREVIATE 

a.) ransack 
b.) amend 
c.) shorten 
d.) disengage 
e.) bleach 

 
 
 
 
 

13.) WITHERED 
a.) stained 
b.) shriveled 
c.) immutable 
d.) foundational 
e.) trivial 

 
14.) TARDY 

a.) easy to prepare 
b.) eager to fight 
c.) close in age 
d.) expected to win 
e.) slow in progress 

 
15.) ILLEGIBLE 

a.) unlikely to occur 
b.) short in stature 
c.) unable to be read 
d.) difficult to hear 
e.) competent in sports 

 
16.) GALE 

a.) strong wind 
b.) agility 
c.) meditation 
d.) unit of measurement 
e.) childish prank 
 

17.) ERRONEOUS 
a.) obsolete 
b.) incorrect 
c.) fragrant 
d.) spontaneous 
e.) inadequate 
 

18.) CHAR 
a.) tangle 
b.) stretch 
c.) scorch 
d.) disinfect 
e.) reassess 

 
 
 
 
 



19.) STURDY 
a.) feeble 
b.) grand 
c.) statuesque 
d.) strong 
e.) customized 

 
20.) MAR 

a.) admire 
b.) ruin 
c.) comprehend 
d.) survey 
e.) confide 

 
21.) AUTHENTIC 

a.) misguided 
b.) prepared 
c.) dangerous 
d.) sorrowful 
e.) original 

 
22.) PREDATE: 

a.) create a plan 
b.) occur earlier in time 
c.) commit a crime 
d.) begin from scratch 
e.) proceed with caution 

 
23.) COVERT 

a.) irreversible 
b.) fictitious 
c.) obstinate 
d.) reasonable 
e.) secretive 

 
24.) CONFUSION 

a.) mockery 
b.) discrimination 
c.) hesitation 
d.) pandemonium 
e.) illusion 

 

25.) TRANSPARENT 
a.) obvious 
b.) cloudy 
c.) dominant 
d.) tangible 
e.) poor in quality 

 
26.) CANDID 

a.) imaginative 
b.) robust 
c.) frank 
d.) stern 
e.) shoddy 

 
27.) WINCE 

a.) apprehend 
b.) flee 
c.) abhor 
d.) flinch 
e.) embrace 

 
28.) MERCY 

a.) clemency 
b.) trickery 
c.) infertility 
d.) apathy 
e.) vengeance 

 
29.) SPLIT 

a.) arrive 
b.) elect 
c.) announce 
d.) assign 
e.) cleft 

 
30.) RATIFICATION 

a.) participate 
b.) refusal 
c.) approval 
d.) sincerity 
e.) daze 

 
 
 
 



 

The following questions ask you to find relationships between words. For each question, 
select the answer choice that best completes the analogy. 
 
 
SAMPLE QUESTION: 
 

Leaf is to tree as: 
    (a) smart is to intelligent 
    (b) cloud is to fluffy 
    (c) friend is to enemy 
    (d) petal is to flower 
    (e) fork is to knife 
 

 
Choice (d) is best because a leaf is on a tree and a petal is on a flower. Each pair of words 
shares the same relationship. 
 
 
31.) Spider is to web as: 

a.) horse is to pony 
b.) jet is to helicopter 
c.) canoe is to wood 
d.) bird is to nest 
e.) parrot is to feather 

 
32.) Waltz is to dance as: 

a.) journal is to writer 
b.) theatre is to performance 
c.) music is to instrument 
d.) canvas is to paint 
e.) sonnet is to poem 

 
33.) Alley is to narrow as: 

a.) forest is to shady 
b.) road is to traffic 
c.) chapel is to church 
d.) shoe is to sole 
e.) jacket is to zipper 

 
34.) Drought is to water as: 

a.) porch is to patio 
b.) famine is to food 
c.) frame is to window 
d.) seed is to grow 
e.) sweat is to exercise 

 

35.) Repetitive is to redundant as: 
a.) lens is to camera 
b.) dismiss is to discuss 
c.) fraudulent is to original 
d.) predict is to forecast 
e.) scatter is to collect 

 
36.) Rooster is to hen as: 

a.) farm is to silo 
b.) buck is to doe 
c.) penguin is to ice 
d.) deer is to fawn 
e.) sheep is to bleat 

 
37.) Wheat is to field as: 

a.) thorn is to prickly 
b.) pumpkin is to patch 
c.) class is to student 
d.) wood is to tree 
e.) strawberry is to seed 

 
38.) Gardener is to hoe as: 

a.) artist is to create 
b.) astronaut is to space 
c.) purchase is to consumer 
d.) spatula is to chef 
e.) hunter is to rifle 

 



39.) Ruby is to red as: 
a.) sapphire is to blue 
b.) diamond is to carat 
c.) power is to ruler 
d.) mauve is to purple 
e.) white is to whiten 

 
40.) Contentment is to ecstasy as: 

a.) loss is to bereavement 
b.) fantasy is to imagination 
c.) equal is to equivalent 
d.) tidy is to immaculate 
e.) triumph is to battle 

 
41.) Thorn is to cactus as: 

a.) mammal is to pouch 
b.) trellis is to vine 
c.) petal is to flower 
d.) splinter is to wood 
e.) heckle is to jeer 

 
42.) Encore is to performance as: 

a.) epilogue is to book 
b.) chapter is to novel 
c.) cavalry is to flag 
d.) common is to prevalent 
e.) chalet is to resort 

 
43.) Belligerent is to amiable as: 

a.) ambiguous is to vague 
b.) lazy is to flippant 
c.) perish is to banish 
d.) squander is to attentive 
e.) portly is to slender 

 
44.) Pantry is to food as: 

a.) galley is to ship 
b.) portal is to archive 
c.) grill is to meat 
d.) suite is to guest 
e.) safe is to valuables 

 
 
 
 
 

45.) Electrician is to circuit as botanist is to: 
a.) animal 
b.) plant 
c.) vehicle 
d.) recipient 
e.) religion 

 
46.) Vagabond is to wander as: 

a.) chef is to hoarder 
b.) merchant is to sell 
c.) clerk is to office 
d.) farmer is to field 
e.) lecturer is to gossip 

 
47.) Miracle is to inexplicable as: 

a.) slippery is to icy 
b.) obstacle is to tall 
c.) picture is to abstract 
d.) bleak is to dreary 
e.) fantasy is to imaginative 

 
48.) Whinny is to horse as: 

a.) duck is to quack 
b.) squeak is to mouse 
c.) saddle is to stirrup 
d.) burly is to bear 
e.) talon is to eagle 

 
49.) Stagger is to walk as: 

a.) fumble is to catch 
b.) laugh is to chuckle 
c.) stampede is to race 
d.) flounder is to sink 
e.) blink is to eye 

 
50.) Candle is to wax as: 

a.) church is to steeple 
b.) window is to glass 
c.) kite is to string 
d.) metal is to fork 
e.) money is to expensive 

 
 
 
 
 



51.) Calendar is to date as: 
a.) clock is to time 
b.) shoe is to foot 
c.) computer is to program 
d.) magazine is to editorial 
e.) column is to newspaper 

 
52.) Skirmish is to brief as: 

a.) mechanical is to engine 
b.) secret is to confidential 
c.) anonymous is to recognition 
d.) portrait is to colourful 
e.) meal is to scanty 

 
53.) Gush is to drip as: 

a.) pout is to sulk 
b.) blossom is to bud 
c.) pound is to tap 
d.) inspire is to instigate 
e.) borrow is to lend 

 
54.) Monochromatic is to bland as: 

a.) ordinary is to ornate 
b.) banter is to bicker 
c.) privilege is to appreciate 
d.) diverse is to similar 
e.) primitive is to uncivilized 

 
55.) Plume is to peacock as: 

a.) penguin is to ice 
b.) mountain is to goat 
c.) panda is to tree 
d.) fortress is to castle 
e.) hump is to camel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

56.) Smirk is to smugness as: 
a.) grin is to contentment 
b.) shrug is to shoulder 
c.) sniff is to whiff 
d.) linger is to lonely 
e.) ponder is to irritable 

 
57.) Scholar is to erudite as priest is to: 

a.) charitable 
b.) religion 
c.) rebellious 
d.) devious 
e.) apathetic 

 
58.) Jungle is to dense as: 

a.) forest is to shadow 
b.) desert is to uncultivated 
c.) valley is to wet 
d.) ocean is to polluted 
e.) garden is to green 

 
59.) Forge is to metal as: 

a.) grime is to dirt 
b.) banana is to peel 
c.) porcelain is to factory 
d.) vineyard is to wine 
e.) atmosphere is to smog 

 
60.) Subtraction is to difference as: 

a.) triangle is to degree 
b.) substitution is to algebra 
c.) gamble is to lottery 
d.) division is to quotient 
e.) trial is to error 
 
 


